POSTAL VOTE
AEC

To the DRO for
the Division of:
Issuing Division/
Overseas Post

ELECTOR DETAILS

Your name and claimed enrolled address (as per your application)

Surname

Given names

If you have changed your name or address since you last enrolled, please PRINT the details here.

Your former Surname

Your former Given Names

Your permanent address (if different from your enrolled address)

Daytime phone No. (            )

Declaration: I declare that, before the close of the poll, I showed the unsigned postal vote certificate and unmarked ballot paper(s) to the witness; signed the certificate in the presence of the witness; marked the ballot paper(s) and fastened the ballot paper(s) in the envelope.

Your Signature or Mark

Note: Giving false or misleading information is a serious offence.

DECLARATION

AUTHORISED WITNESS TO COMPLETE

Declaration: I sign as witness and declare that, before the close of the poll, the elector showed me the unsigned postal vote certificate and unmarked ballot paper(s) and the elector signed the certificate.

Signature of Witness

Date / / 

Category of witness (e.g. elector)

Your personal information on this form is used for electoral purposes and may be provided to Commonwealth agencies and other bodies in accordance with Commonwealth law.
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